YOUR ROLE AS A PARENT
IN ENDING EARLY CHILDHOOD
EXCLUSIONARY DISCIPLINE
A STRONG FOUNDATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH BEGINS EARLY

Children’s mental health is like the levelness of a table.
Stable, level tables do what we need tables to do.
A wobbly table can get back to stable with the right supports,
especially if the wobble is found early.
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EARLY EXPERIENCES BUILD THE

ARCHITECTURE OF THE BRAIN
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Supportive relationships with adults are the building blocks for healthy brains.
All parents need support because there is a lot to navigate as a parent.
HOW YOU CAN WORK TOGETHER WITH YOUR EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM?

Your voice is valuable!

Teachers can help you spot delays, or wobbles.
You can work together to track and celebrate
developmental milestones.
If there is a concern, a screening (Ages & Stages,
or ASQ) is best completed with you present.
You have a right to know your
program's discipline policies,
guidelines, & data
(separated by race, gender, etc.).
Request to receive training alongside
teachers, or even help facilitate a training.
Take on an advising role & advocate
when something is wrong (or right).

CHECK THE BACK FOR WAYS TO PROVIDE EXTRA SUPPORT FOR WOBBLES

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO BE A FAMILY LEADER

EVERYONE HAS BAD DAYS, EVEN YOUNG KIDS!

Name your own emotions
and help kids name theirs.
Show kids how to de-stress
(i.e. practice deep belly breaths).
Take a moment to breathe yourself,
especially before reacting to anything.
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Talk with other adults caring for
your kid(s) about how they are feeling
at the start & end of the day.
Caring can be warm and structured
without being tough and cold.

KIDS DO WELL IF THEY CAN

Behavior is communication.
The way kids act is how they
tell you what they feel and need.
“Children aren’t born knowing 2
how to make friends, wait patiently,
care for others, or manage emotions.”
Like any skill, kids need practice
and support with expressing their
emotions in a helpful way.
Give permission to kids,
especially to boys, to do so.

ALL PARENTS NEED SUPPORT

Connect to community resources
& ask for help. There is a lot to
navigate as a parent, especially if you
have other stressful experiences.
Share what you learn about
parenting, child development, &
resources with anyone you can.
Build relationships with teachers,
resource providers, and other parents.
Go to a family night or host one yourself.
Be persistent.
Reach out regularly. Be heard.

RESOURCES to get YOU started
CDC Developmental Milestone Tracker:
https://www.cdc.gov/MilestoneTracker
5 Protective Factors Framework:
https://fiveforfamilies.org/why-strength-matters
Ways to Calm Your Child
https://uwm.edu/icfw/tools-and-resources-3-2/
Connect with other Parents
https://www.facebook.com/TheParenting
Network/

For more resources, check out the full toolkit on: mkekids.org/how-to-help/toolkit.html
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